TRADITIONAL HOUSING & SHELTERS: EYAK LONGHOUSE GR: 6-12 (5 LESSONS)
Elder Quote/Belief: Predominantly, Eyak villages were constructed in a similar fashion at the
time of contact. According to de Laguna, “Each village had a fort or palisaded enclosure around
some or all the houses. Every important village also had a potlatch house for each moiety, with
carved post (of Eagle or Raven moiety) in front. …These houses were equivalent to the Tlingit
lineage or chiefs’ houses” (pg. 190). i
Grade Level: 6-12
Overview: The Eyak are of the Cordova and Yakutat regions. The Eyak built houses called
“plank houses” or “long houses” and bark huts with influences from the Sugpiaq to the north and
Tlingit to the south. Plank houses could house 10 or more families who lived communally with
separate sleeping areas on the sides and a central fire pit. Bench seating was built on the
perimeter. Plank houses were constructed using two or four poles depending on the size. These
houses were rectangular with dimensions ranging from 20’x30 to 40’ x 60’ depending on the
available size of trees and village size. The posts were joined using a mortise and tenon style
joint, wood planks made the side walls which fit into a groove at the bottom. Roofs were covered
with planks, bark and clay. Houses were equipped with a roof opening to allow smoke to exit
through the ceiling and the opening could be closed during poor weather. The houses in the Eyak
territory tended to be smaller utilizing both spruce and hemlock trees. Occasionally a yellow or
red cedar tree was traded for with the Tlingit of the south.
Standards:
AK Cultural:
E (4) Culturally-knowledgeable
students demonstrate and awareness and
appreciation of the relationships and
processes of interaction of all elements in
the world around them.

AK Content:
E (3) A student should understand the

CRCC:

relationships among science, technology
and society.

how to start a fire, prepare signals, and
make temporary shelters.

Survival S (3) Students should know

Lesson Goal: Understand the outside influences and construction methods of Eyak housing.
Develop designs, materials lists and plans to replicate a traditional Eyak plank house as a model
and full scale building.
Lesson Objective(s): Students will:
 Develop a plank house model based on the research included in the reading list which can be
developed into a future project of a full size plank house if desired.
 Design a plank house structure using traditional methods of joining wood beams.
Vocabulary Words:
Sugt’stun Dialects
PWS:
Lower Cook Inlet:

Eyak:

House

enak

enak

yahd

Spruce

napak

napak

AdAlis

English:
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Hemlock

allceq

allceq

tl’eeyu’

Eye (my)

ik

ik

(si)laaX

Eyak Village

n/a

n/a

iiyaaGdaad

Smoke hole

puyuhwik
(smoke stack)

puyuhwik
(smoke stack)

k’udAGAts’ee’,
ts’iLqa’GAdiiq’d

Materials/Resources Needed:
 An Elder or Recognized Expert willing to share their knowledge of traditional long houses.
 For Class V: Teacher or community member willing to observe and assist with building and
joining the large wood beams according to present building codes.
 Log Beam Calculator: http://www.timbertoolbox.com/Calcs/logbeamcalc.htm
Books:
 Under Mount Saint Elias: the History and Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit by Frederica de
Laguna (Volumes 1,2,3) https://repository.si.edu/handle/10088/1355
 Yakutat Tlingit and Wrangle-St Elias National Park and Preserve: Ethnography Overview
and Assessment https://www.nps.gov/wrst/learn/historyculture/upload/YakutatTlingitEOA.pdf
 The Eyak Indians of the Copper River Delta by Kaj Birket-Smith and Frederica De Laguna
(Copy reading material attached below: pages 32-45)
Teacher Preparations:
 Invite an Elder or Recognized Expert
 Review rules of showing respect to guest in the classroom with students prior to visit.
 Locate and gather materials needed for the lesson.
 Make copies of reading materials.
 Organize a field day to collect items for the construction of plank style houses.
 For Class V: Locate and invite local contractor(s) into class to develop an understanding of
local building codes and building techniques that would need to be used in building a modern
day plank longhouse.
 Ask students to display their ideas, images, and model buildings as examples of local
traditional structures.
 Have students prepare for the meeting by developing questions, and presenting researched
materials and poster board displays.
Opening: The Eyak of the Cordova and Yakutat areas, built plank houses utilizing building
customs from the Sugpiaq and Tlingit. Outside of Cordova, old village sites such as Alaganik,
Eyak, Katalla, Kayak Island and south towards Yakutat, the Eyak utilized the plank style house
obtained from knowledge shared by the Tlingit. The construction of these houses required skill,
strength and large timbers. Additionally, we will develop an understanding of the Eyak
temporary shelter designs and materials used for summer subsistence camps.
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We will investigate and learn how the large timbers were used and harvested; measure out a
building site with corresponding dimensions; design a interior based on findings from text and
research; and develop a scaled replica model of a plank house that can be translated into building
a full scale plank house.
Activities:
Class I:
1. Introduce Elder/Recognized Expert and invite them to recall learning about the traditions of
Eyak plank houses, and stories of traditional village sites.
2. If possible visit an old site with an Elder or Recognized Expert, imagine a plank house
location, setting and look for trees in the area that could be used to build a traditional plank
house. (Such as Alaganik near Cordova, Alaska)
3. Research and Readings:
 Eyak Houses at Kayak and Controller Bay 1886: Under Mt Saint Elias; History and
Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit Volume 1 (page 313)
 Aboriginal Dwellings and Other Structures: Under Mt Saint Elias; History and Culture of
the Yakutat Tlingit Volume 1 (pages 294-305)
 The Eyak Indians of the Copper River Delta (pages 32-45)
Class II:
In small groups, develop drawings that will be used to make a model plank house.
 Reference the research and readings from Class I for designs and information.
1. Drawings need to incorporate the layout of interior living and sleeping areas.
2. Showcase exterior design and materials used for roof, walls, etc.
3. Allow time to create the drawings specific to required elements.
4. Share drawings with class.
Class III:
In this class you will be making a model plank long house using traditional Eyak design and
found materials. Material for the side walls, roof, interior framing can all be found outside at the
beach and in the woods.
1. List of types of materials needed to develop a model plank house.
 Suggested materials: tree bark, downed collected wood, beach drift wood, glue.
 Suggested tools: small hand saw, glue gun, glue sticks, wood glue, etc.
2. Gather materials needed.
3. Create a model of a plank longhouse. Your model must include the following elements:
 One plank style longhouse.
 Beams notched and joined together as the Eyak constructed.
 A view of the inside of the long house either by a removable roof or a missing side.
 The inside demonstrates an understanding of the functions of a longhouse.
(Examples: sleeping areas, fire pit, benches, food storage)
 The outside includes a round door adorned with the Eyak eye symbol that is painted
with the traditional colors of red and black.
 The roof should show an opening for the smoke to escape.
4. Allow time for students to construct their model longhouse.
5. Share and display the finished models.
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Class IV: 9-12 Grades
Determine the size, span and load capacity of beams and support posts for a plank longhouse
measuring 25x30 feet (Similar size structure as described in The Eyak Indians of Copper River
Delta, page 32).
1. Calculate the weight of a wooden beam based on length, circumference, and density.
2. Calculate the length of span a wooden beam can safely extend.
3. Use the Log Beam Calculator to determine the diameter of a log needed to span a large
distance. http://www.timbertoolbox.com/Calcs/logbeamcalc.htm
4. Using the calculator will require you to calculate the total length (inches) and total load on
beam (pounds).
a. This roof beam calculation must include snow load pounds, weight of ceiling
planking, bark, clay, etc.
5. To calculate snow load use the square footage of the roof. Snow weighs approximately 10
pounds per square foot. Determine how many feet in height for the average snow fall.
a. Example: 10lbs per sq. ft. X 4ft snow = 40lbs per sq. ft. X sq. ft. of Roof = snow load
b. Or use https://www.omnicalculator.com/construction/snow-load
6. Hold discussion and question as the students research;
a. What species of trees were traditionally used for Eyak plank house construction?
b. How did the Eyak lift, place and secure the large beams without heavy equipment?
7. Research in the readings and develop a written hypothesis.
8. Display results from all classes on a poster board with pictures of traditional housing and
models, charts of calculations and written explanations of your findings.
Class V: 9-12 Grades
1. Student will display their ideas, images, and model buildings as examples of local traditional
structures. Students prepare for meeting by developing questions, and presenting researched
materials and poster board displays.
2. Work with local contractor(s) to develop an understanding of building codes and techniques
that would need to be used in building a modern day plank longhouse.
OPTIONAL: Semester long class- Design and build an actual sized Eyak longhouse
Assessment:
 Student completes assigned readings and uses notes from their research to explain the Eyak
longhouses. The student can explain the history, locations, dimensions and designs of a
longhouse.
 Student groups draw and label elements of the longhouse (inside and outside of the
structure).
 Student completes model plank house including five of the six required elements.
 Students can successfully say and know the meaning of the Eyak/Sugt’stun vocabulary words
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PHOTOS:

Illustration above from: Under Mt. Saint Elias; History and Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit
(Volume 1-Page 296)

Illustration above from: Under Mt. Saint Elias; History and Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit
(Volume 1-Page 299)
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Drawing above from: Under Mt. Saint Elias; History and Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit (Volume
1-Page 314)

Photo to the right is of
Seal Hunting Camp in
1899 at Cape Latouche
taken from:
Under Mt. Saint Elias;
History and Culture of
the Yakutat Tlingit
(Volume 3 - Page 990)
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Birket-Smith, Kaj, and Frederica de Laguna. The Eyak Indians of the Copper River Delta, Alaska. AMS Pr,
1976. (It was originally published in 1938)
i
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